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Abstract
This paper aims to record and analyze the existing organizational culture of
general public hospitals and investigate the model of culture that the executives of the hospitals wish to see prevailing in the next 5-year period. The
survey was conducted in twenty-six (26) general public hospitals of the region of Athens. The sample consists of 656 top and senior executives of the
four departments of hospitals (medical, nursing, administrative, technical).
The executives were asked to provide assessments using the Organizational
Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI), based on the Competing Values
Framework of Cameron & Quinn. The results of the survey show that the
dominant organizational culture, in hospitals, can be described by the Bureaucratic Culture model (47.75% of respondents). The model of Clan Culture (23.76%) comes second while the Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
model and the Market Culture model scored 10.02% and 14.46% respectively.
The desired culture model is the Clan Culture or Participatory model
(34.51%), followed by the Market Culture model (24.47%), model of Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture model (22.49%), and finally the Bureaucratic
Culture model (19.03%). In the existing situation, general public hospitals are
characterized by internal orientation, observance of rules and processes as
well as focus on control hierarchy, predictability and stability. The model of
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture and the model of Market Culture, which
both focus on the exterior macro-environment and growth for the hospital,
record small percentages. As far as the future is concerned, hospital executives would like to see a change from the Bureaucratic Culture model of organization, to the direction of Participatory model, which will include elements of flexibility, creativity, dynamism and competitiveness that are inherent in the other two models (Market and Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy). The
focus remains on the internal environment of hospitals but at the same time
there is evidence of the wish to look into the external environment of hospital
as well.
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1. Introduction
The development of organizational culture, as an autonomous field of study,
began the decades 1940 and 1950, from the science of anthropology, followed the
science of sociology and social psychology (Carney, 2006). After that, theorists of
organizational and administrative science, acquired special study interest and
they attempted to determinate and include in their analysis the organizations as
cultures (Chytiris, 2001; Zavlanos, 2002).
The theoretical frame of organizational culture results from the combination
of organizational psychology, social psychology and social anthropology (Scott
et al., 2003a). The definitions that were recorded, the last 30 years, for the sense
of organizational culture, vary, depending on the scientific sector that the scholar belongs. The academic community agrees that, the culture includes or visible
organizational structures and processes, or acceptable values, or deeper and unprincipled convictions, perceptions, thoughts, sentiments and behaviors.
Ouchi and Wilkins (1985) characterize the culture as the philosophy that
guides an organization’s policy towards employees or customers. Cooke and
Rousseau (1988) define it as a set of common knowledge of a social group that is
acquired through social learning and social process of its members while Argyris
and Schon (1978) believe that are the employee’s common intellectual arrests
that define each person’s position in the group.
Jones (2010) considers that they are the common values and rules that control
the actions and reactions of the organization members with each other and with
suppliers, customers, outsiders while other researchers (Kotter, 2001; Van den
Beng & Wilderom, 2001) point out that they are the rules of conduct or the specific ways managing organizational functions that have been developed over
long periods of time taught or imposed on members.
Schein (2004) states that culture is a social control mechanism and may be the
basis for manipulating the members of the organization in response, thinking
and feeling, or as Cameron (2004) mentions, is a socially constructed property of
organizations that served as a mechanism for connecting the organization’s
members.
Suitable for the organization culture has proven to be a source of competitive
advantage (Preffer & O’Reilly 2000; Platonova et al., 2006) and is considered as a
critical variable considering the competitiveness, the efficiency, the profitability
and the long-term success (Bourantas, 2002).
Studies have also described a dynamic link between organizational culture and
the financial performance of the organization. Miroshnik (2002), demonstrated
that there is a strong relationship between the development of an organization
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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and the appropriate and uniform culture while Denison and Mishra (1995), and
Ogbonna and Harris (2000), emphasize that if an organization has a strong culture with built-in values and behaviors, is driven to a high level of operation.
The academic literature also recognizes the impact of organizational culture
on the productivity of organizations and on the quality of services provided.
Deal and Kennedy (1999) report that appropriate administrative practices lead
to positive behavior of employees and thus to productivity improvements.
Manley (2000), Mathew (2007) and Barney (1986), emphasize that organizational culture influences the effectiveness of the organization because it can give
it a competitive advantage, improve the way the organizational structure works
and increase the incentives of employees to achieve the organization’s interests.
They point out that organizational culture is the determining factor that encourages innovation, flexibility and adaptability of the organization.
In the environment of health systems, organizational culture has been linked
to various elements that contribute to the quality of services such as satisfaction
from nursing care and patient safety; the availability of members to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the organization and the satisfaction of members
from meeting their material and social needs (Scott et al., 2003b).
Researches on the organizational culture and the dimensions that affect a health
care unit have shown that culture shapes organizational function and efficiency
(Davies et al., 2007), quality assurance (Shortell et al., 1995), quality of care for patients (Rondeau & Wagar, 1998), efficiency and satisfaction of employees (Goodman et al., 2001; Gifford et al., 2002), patient satisfaction (Meterko et al., 2004),
cooperation and relationships between the internal and external clients of the organization as well as the reputation of the health unit (Mannion et al., 2005).
In the UK Health System reform, management of organizational culture was
considered as an indispensable administrative tool, and special programs of organizational change in the healthcare culture were implemented as part of improving the operation of hospitals (Mannion et al., 2007). In Ireland and in the
United States, organizational culture has been the key to improving quality in
health (Badham et al., 2006).
In order to describe the types of organizational culture that exist in organizations, several scientific approaches have been made. Researchers in the first stage
of study have observed many common features of organizational culture.
Common features categorized them into types of culture. Their goal was to
create useful tools to understand better the characteristics of the organization. A
better understanding contributes both to the formation of an effective management of the organization in the current situation as well as to an effective management of an upcoming change in the organization’s culture. These theoretical
approaches also include the Cameron and Quinn Competitive Framework.

2. Materials and Methods
There are 30 public hospitals in the Attica Basin. The survey was conducted in
twenty (26) of them. A selection criterion, for the majority of them, was the key
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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position they hold in the hospital system of the Basin. The survey has chosen
those hospitals that receive a large amount of patients on a daily basis. Hospitals
in Greece have four services: Medical, Nursing, Administrative and Technical
Service. Population of the survey was the top and senior management of these
four (4) hospital services. The choice of research at the above-mentioned hierarchical level was based on corresponding international surveys that argue that
the particular reference population knows in-depth the organizational characteristics of the hospitals and can therefore define specific aspects of the organizational culture (Platonova et al., 2006; Davies et al., 2007; Mannion et al., 2005;
Philippidou et al., 2004; Gerowitz, 1998; Scott et al., 2003c).
As a sampling method, stratified random sampling was selected. The survey
lasted 10 months (1/6/2018 to 30/4/2019). 800 questionnaires were distributed
and 656 (82% response rate) were returned, of which 235 (35.8%) belonged to
the Medical Service, 225 to the Nursing Service (34.3%), 169 to the Administrative Service (25.8%) and 27 to the Technical Service (4.13%). The questionnaires
were supplemented by the sample self-referral method.
The Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI) of Cameron and
Quinn, based on the Competitive Values Framework, was used to measure the
organizational culture.
The Competitive Values Framework theory attempts to identify the factors
that affect the effectiveness of the organization, recognizes that organizations are
dynamic and complex, driven at the same time in competitive directions, and
the leader of the organization must have behavioral leadership complexity in this
paradoxical business environment (Lawrence et al., 2009).
Competitive Values Framework Theory is considered as a grid that can be divided into four models of culture (clan model, entrepreneurial-adhocracy model,
market culture model, bureaucratic – hierarchy model) and in two dimensions
(focus on the internal environment and focus on the external environment).
Each model represents a theory, a philosophy, a look at the way an organization
works and is directly linked to a system of values. All models are inherently different to each organization (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
Based on the theory, Cameron and Quinn developed the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument. O’Neill and Quinn (1993) argue that the tool reflects the complexity faced by organization workers every day while Kwan and
Walker (2004) see it as a powerful methodological method for organizational
culture research.
According to Kalliath et al., (1999), the tool has been applied to different organizations in order to identify the organizational culture, management style
and its effect on the effectiveness of the organization, the exploration of the relationship between culture and development of organisms, the study of the organizational life cycle, the correlation between organizational culture and strategy,
the efficiency of information management systems, and organizational communication.
With regard to its use in hospital settings, Mannion et al., (2005) after systeDOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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matic monitoring, concluded that the tool is suitable for the study and measurement of organizational culture in hospitals because, unlike most methodological tools, it has a theoretical basis, it has used extensively with credible results, has a strong surface validity and, finally, produces a typology of culture
which is not only a quantitative tool but also assists in qualitative analysis and
data interpretation.
This tool explores six (6) dimensions of organizational culture: 1) The dominant characteristics of the organization, 2) The style of leadership, 3) The management of human resources, 4) The dominant element that ensures unity within the organization, 5) The development strategy, and 6) The criteria of success
it sets the agency for the future (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
Reliable and authoritative studies have demonstrated that these six dimensions can provide a comprehensive picture of organizational culture. For each
dimension, four (4) options are given. These alternative options are the culture
models supported in the theory of Competing Values Framework. Members are
asked to evaluate these alternatives (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
Specifically, the English version of the questionnaire was translated into Greek
language and back-translated into English for checking. The forward translators
consisted of two independent native-speaking translators. The translators independently translated the original version of the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument into Greek language. Both translators were familiar with the
tool. Both translators synthesized their forward translation, where poor wording
choices were identified and resolved in order to ensure semantic and conceptual
equivalence. The translated questionnaire was discussed with two (2) experts in
this field, and minor changes were then made to ensure that the wording was
appropriate for the local context. The developed questionnaire was pilot tested
on a convenience sample of 50 health professionals and no major problems were
observed.
The data were checked for completeness and correctness. To analyze these,
the use of the Social Science Statistical Package (SPSS 21) was chosen. A one way
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to test whether
there is significant mean difference between the four models of the hospitals organizational culture. Prior to conducting the MANOVA, the box plots of the
depended variables were constructed to check the multivariate normality assumption. Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficient was calculated to
test the reliability of the instrument. The reliability instrument results were as
follows: Clan Model: 0.819, Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Model: 0.687, Market
Culture Model: 0.664, Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model: 0.755
The simplified form of the MTMM was used to check the construct validity of
the instrument through which convergent and discriminate validity were tested.
A Spearman’s correlation was run to assess the relationship between variables
of the same model (p < 0.0001). It was found that there was a moderate to strong
correlation between them which was statistically significant (Table 1).
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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3. Results
3.1. Socio-Demographic Characteristics
Of the respondents (656 people), 278 (42.4%) are men and 378 (57.6%) are
women. 57.3% belongs to the top management and the rest (42.7%) belongs to
senior management. The majority of the sample (45.1%) belongs to the age
group 45 - 54. 51.8% of the sample has a degree from university, 19.6% has a
postgraduate degree and 28.7% has a PhD degree (mainly doctors). The majority
of the sample (58.0%) has work experience in a public hospital of ≥25 years,
while 42.0% have a work experience of <25 years (Table 2).
Table 1. Variables correlations of the same model (Spearman Correlation).
Present Situation
Clan Model

Desired Situation
0.327 - 0.787

Clan Model

0.311 - 0.535

Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Model 0.431 - 0.636 Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Model

0.2 - 0.45

Market Culture Model

0.345 - 0.617

Market Culture Model

0.23 - 0.52

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model

0.354 - 0.695

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model

0.2 - 0.63

Table 2. Frequency distribution by socio-demographic data.
Ν

%

Gender
Male
Female

278

42.4

378

57.6

Age Group
25 - 34

12

1.8

35 - 44

144

22.0

45 - 54

296

45.1

55 - 64

201

30.7

65+

3

0.4

Hospital Service
Medical service

235

35.8

Nursing service

225

34.3

Administrative service

169

25.8

Technical service

27

4.1

Educational level
Bachelor level

339

51.7

Master level

129

19.6

PhD level

188

28.7

Job Position
Top managers

376

57.3

Senior managers

280

42.7

Work Experience
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276

42.0
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380

58.0
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3.2. Analysis of the Dimensions of the Organizational Culture
Assessment Instrument
1) The hospital overall picture of organizational culture
Of a total of 656 hospital managers, 47.75% believe that the organizational
culture that dominates into the organization is the bureaucratic model (p-value
< 0.01). The clan model follows at 26.67% while the entrepreneurial-adhocracy
culture model and the market culture model were 10.02% and 14.46%, respectively. In the desired situation, the model of organizational culture that the executives want is the clan (34.51%) (p-value < 0.01) follows the market culture
model (24.47%), the entrepreneurial-adhocracy culture model (22.49%) and the
bureaucratic model with only 19.03%. The difference between the last model in
the present and the desired state is about 29 percentage points (Picture 1, Table
3).
2) Culture models in present & desired situation per dimension of the tool
Table 3 shows the score recorded per tool dimension both in the present and
the desired (after 5 years) organizational situation.

HOSPITALS OVER ALL PICTURE
A
100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00

D

B

0.00

C
Now

Future

Organizational Culture Models

Present Situation

Desired Situation

Α: Clan Culture Model

26.67

34.51

Β: Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy
Culture Model

10.02

22.49

C: Market Culture Model

14.46

24.47

D: Bureaucratic-Hierarchy
Model

47.75

19.03

Total

100.00

100.00

Picture 1. The overall organizational culture of 26 general public hospitals.
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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Table 3. Rating by tool dimension.
TOOL DIMENSION

PRESENT SITUATION

DESIRED SITUATION

1) HOSPITALS
DOMINANT
CHARACTERISTS

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy
Model: 37.82%
Clan Culture Model: 32.85%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 10.59%
Market Culture Model: 12.43%

Clan Culture Model: 38.02%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 20.10%
Market Culture Model: 28.35%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
13.75%

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
46.64%
2) ORGANISATIONS Clan Culture Model: 25.35%
LEADERSHIP
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 11.38%
Market Culture Model: 16.61%

Clan Culture Model: 36.68%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 18.94%
Market Culture Model: 19.69%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
24.27%

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
51.97%
Clan Culture Model: 22.59%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 9.09%
Market Culture Model: 15.81%

Clan Culture Model: 36.80%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 22.10%
Market Culture Model: 25.07%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
16.84%

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
52.89%
4) ORGANISATIONS Clan Culture Model: 21.13%
GLUE
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 10.15%
Market Culture Model: 15.81%

Clan Culture Model: 27.25%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 26.07%
Market Culture Model: 27.78%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
19.53%

5) STRATEGIC
EMPHASES

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
53.55%
Clan Culture Model: 24.88%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 8.90%
Market Culture Model: 13.05%

Clan Culture Model: 31.18%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 24.86%
Market Culture Model: 26.97%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
17.10%

6) CRITERIA OF
SUCCESS

Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
43.64%
Clan Culture Model: 33.22%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 10.02%
Market Culture Model: 13.10%

Clan Culture Model: 36.64%
Entrepreneurial-Adhocracy Culture
Model: 22.89%
Market Culture Model: 17.36%
Bureaucratic-Hierarchy Model:
22.69%

3) HUMAN
RESOURSES
MANAGEMENT

The “Hospital Dominant Characteristics” dimension reflects the core values,
attitudes and processes governing in an organization. In the current situation,
control, regulations and generally the activities of staff are determined by bureaucratic procedures. The focus is on the internal environment of the organization. The model of the entrepreneurial-adhocracy culture, characterized by initiative and dynamism, occupies a small percentage (10.59%). The same is happening of the market culture model which characterized by competition and
market dominance (12.43%).
In the desired situation, the working climate desired by executives is the model of clan culture. They want to support their participation in decision-making,
to have the opportunity for initiatives, to feel that they belong to a large family
with common vision and goals. Impressive are also the percentages of market
and entrepreneurial-adhocracy culture models. It thus appears that the majority
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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of the hospital staff (48.45%) wants a focus on the hospital’s external environment. They want to be competitive, dynamic, take innovative initiatives and
emphasize the efficiency and effectiveness of their work.
The “Organization Leadership” dimension refers to the style of behavior and
the way in which the members of the organization exercise power. The concept
of hospital leadership includes both the hospital administrators and the directors
of the four separate departments. In the current survey, 46.64% of hospital executives, for the present situation, state that hospital leadership is mainly interested in the smooth flow of bureaucratic processes, coordination and short-term
organization of these. This percentage reflects views mainly from executives
from the medical, administrative and technical service. A percentage (24.18%),
mainly from nursing staff, believes that leadership guides, protects and facilitates
their work. There is, therefore, a dimension to the issue of leadership depending
on the service that the executives belong to.
On the contrary, in the desired situation, executives, from all services, seek
(36.68%) that leadership that will consider the existing partner, develop them
and empower them in the realization of their work and finally guide them with
his/her behavior in the development of team spirit and team collaboration. In
addition, 18.94%, 19.69% and 24.27% of the other leadership models indicate the
need for executives of a leadership with multifaceted skills and abilities. A leadership that, while coordinating and organizing the day-to-day operations and
processes of the hospital, will at the same time not hesitate to contribute to its
decisions, to competitiveness, to emphasize the results of the work, to innovate,
to take risks and all this under the perspective of participatory management.
The “Human Resources Management” dimension reflects the way in which
human resources are organized and managed in hospitals. In the current situation, the executives claim (51.97%) that they are characterized by a sense of security and permanence, monotony and stability in labor relations. Principles inherent in the bureaucratic model, in services like nursing or medicine, where
there is a daily contact with the “client-patient” of the hospital, they develop in
parallel with the formal and informal forms of human resources management.
This explains the high scores in clan culture model (22.59%) and in market culture model (15.81%).
In the future, executives believe that employees’ management must be characterized by teamwork, consensus, participation, innovation, individual initiative,
freedom, originality and high demands from employees with an emphasis on
production and attainment of goals.
The “Organization Glue” is considered to be the mechanism that acts as a link
and connects all the members of the organization. In the current situation, the
majority of executives believe that the predominant element in hospitals is the
application of formal procedures and rules and the maintenance of process flow.
In some cases (21.13%) recorded elements of clan model, such as mutual trust,
loyalty, and commitment to the organization, appear. In the present situation
the focus is on internal of the organization.
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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Instead, in the future, executives want the dominant component of the organization to focus on the external environment, focusing on competitiveness,
achieving the goals and success of the hospital, as well as emphasizing the innovation and development of hospital departments. At the same time, they believe
that commitment and loyalty to the organization is an important element of its
coherence.
The “Strategy Emphases” is the organization’s excellent integration into its
environment to ensure survival, growth and prosperity. In the current situation,
hospital executives believe that the hospital’s strategy focuses on the permanence
and stability of the conditions. For the hospital today, it is important to control
and maintain the procedures.
In the desired situation, 31.18%, stresses that more emphasis should be placed
on the development of human resources with a high degree of employee participation in decision-making while 51.83% believe that the hospital’s strategy
should be oriented to the external environment to raise new resources and new
opportunities through competitive actions and health gains.
The “Criteria Success” dimension records those factors that lead to success. In
the current situation, executives believe that success in the hospital is defined as
low operating costs, good planning and reliability in service delivery. At the
same time, they consider that employee commitment and interest in patients is a
factor in achieving hospital success. Consequently, the focus, in this dimension
of organizational culture, lies within the organization’s internal environment.
In the future, hospital executives emphasize that success criteria should continue to be human resource development, teamwork and commitment, low operating costs, service reliability and good planning, but at the same time believe
that innovative services and competitiveness should be defined as new success
criteria. Thus, the tendency to focus on the external environment and this dimension of organizational culture is observed.
Regarding the size (large-medium) of the hospital, it affects the existing
(p-value = 0.036 < 0.05) but not the desired culture model. In the current situation, executives of both large and medium-sized hospitals believe that the bureaucratic model is in place. The only difference, in medium-sized hospitals, appears in the human resource model that has a more positive attitude towards
that model (p-value = 0.025). Therefore, it is confirmed that the smaller the size
of an organism, the more easily the atypical structures and relationships between
its members are created. This observation agrees with research results, which
suggest that small and medium-sized organizations have a more open climate,
while the larger the organization, the greater the degree of bureaucracy with
more control and coordination and the dominance of the closed climate (Philippidou et al., 2004). In the desired situation there is a corresponding agreement
(clan culture model) regardless of the size of the hospital.
The previous years of service (p-value = 0.048) and the gender (p-value =
0.078) of the hospital staff do not affect their views on the present and the desirDOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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able organizational culture. Research has identified as an existing the hierarchical-bureaucratic model and desirable the clan, regardless of years of professional
experience or gender.
The hierarchical position (p-value = 0.002 < 0.05) seems to influence differently the perceptions of executives about the existing organizational culture
model. While all hierarchical positions consider the bureaucratic model of culture to prevail, the deputy directors consider the bureaucratic model to be less
applicable and give a high percentage to the market model. In the desired situation, the model of human resources prevails over the others as a whole in all
hierarchical positions.
The service (p-value = 0.0005 < 0.05) affects the power of the models only in
the current state. The bureaucratic model is more powerful in the technical, medical and administrative departments. In the nursing service, while prevailing over
the other three, the clan model and the entrepreneurial-adhocracy are nevertheless
receiving a higher degree of power than the other three services. Therefore, the
nursing service has a more patient-center character. The day-to-day contact of
nurses with the patient to treat the illness and the immediate therapeutic efficacy
to relieve them highlights the entrepreneurial-adhocracy model as also powerful.

4. Discussion
The main purpose of this article is to record and analyze the existing organizational culture of general public hospitals as well as to investigate the culture
model that executives want to govern the organization over the next 5 years.
According to the survey, public hospitals have an internal orientation, adherence to rules and procedures, focus on control, hierarchy, predictability and
stability. The market and the entrepreneurial-adhocracy culture model, focus on
the external long-term environment and the development of the hospital, record
small percentages. Cameron and Quinn (2006) argue that the higher the percentage in a culture model, the stronger this culture is in the organization. In this
research, the range of difference between the bureaucratic model and the clan
model, recorded as the second option, ranges around 21 units, thus demonstrating that the current culture of public hospitals is that of a strong culture. The
above result is in contradiction with a similar survey showing weak culture in
Greek public hospitals (Kastanioti et al., 2011).
The desirable model of organization, according to executive opinion, is
that of clan or participatory management. The market and the entrepreneurial-adhocracy culture models follow with a small difference between them. The
bureaucratic model occupies the last place in executive choices. The difference,
in the present with the desired organizational culture, is 29 percentage points,
which demonstrates a strong and clear desire for change. According to Cameron
& Quinn (2006), if the range of difference between the present and the desired
organizational culture exceeds 10 percentage points, it is also suggested that
immediate measures have to be taken to promote the change of culture.
This study marks the desire to change the bureaucratic model of organization
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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towards the model of participatory management, which will contain elements of
flexibility, creativity, dynamism and competitiveness, elements from the other
two models (entrepreneurial-adhocracy and market). Although the focus remains within the hospitals, it is also on the outside environment of the hospital.
From the foregoing, the desire to co-exist with two or more forms of culture is
concluded. The desired goal focuses on growth and expansion, but at the same
time focuses on the desire to apply formal rules of communication between the
members of the organization and control of information.
Consequently, in the present study, the theory of the Competitive Framework
or the Quinn & Cameron paradoxical theory, this argues that the organisms are
simultaneously driven in competing directions and contain different characteristics, is widely recognized. Organizations are clear and dynamic and complex and
require leaders to respond to different roles and situations. This behavioral
complexity often requires different competitive behaviors. Leadership can, on
the one hand, manage rationally the day-to-day running of organizations based
on the resources of the organization; on the other hand strive for a balance between the competitive expectations inherent in the organization.
Under this approach, public hospital leaders should plan long-term and
short-term, be rigid and flexible, decentralized and centralized, identify goals
with available resources and be interested in both employees’ satisfaction and
patient needs.
The survey did not record the existence of subculture in the public hospitals
under consideration. A subculture is defined as a group of people with particularly common characteristics regardless of the general culture of the organization. Culture, particularly in the current situation, could be described as a “unified culture”, a culture with a broad consciousness of values, attitudes and behaviors within the organization (Martin, 1992). All four hospital addresses are
geared to the bureaucratic model of culture. Nonetheless, nursing services in
hospitals apply, even atypical, at primary level, values of the participatory model
and the entrepreneurial-adhocracy model, to serve the patients.
Regarding the six (6) dimensions of the tool in the present state, the bureaucratic model of culture prevails over the others. Consequently, in the present
situation, a 100% agreement was recorded in all six dimensions of the tool. In
the desired situation, 83% agreement was recorded between the six dimensions.
The “organization glue” dimension differs from the others, suggesting as the first
desired option the market culture model. The focus on this dimension focuses
on the external environment of the hospital with emphasis on competitiveness,
achievement of objectives, innovation and the development of departments.
More generally, analyzing the results of research, in the desired situation per dimension, it is found that the hospital executives:
They want the dominant characteristic of the hospital, namely the climate that
will prevail, to be support decision-making participation, opportunities for initiatives, the ability to be competitive and dynamic and to take innovative decisions
with emphasis on efficiency and efficiency of their work.
DOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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They are looking for a leadership that, while coordinating and organizing the
day-to-day operations and processes of the hospital, at the same time will not
hesitate to contribute to its competitiveness decisions, to focus on the results of
its work, to innovate, to take risks, the in light of perspective of participatory
management. They essentially want a charismatic leadership with a focus on the
hospital’s internal and external environment.
They want the human resources management to be characterized by teamwork, consensus, participation, innovation, individual initiative, freedom, originality with emphasis on production and achievement of goals, with respect to
the individual value of each member of the hospital. They believe that the dominant element of the hospital, what really motivates them, must be commitment and loyalty to the organization as well as the emphasis on innovation and
competitiveness.
They believe that the hospital’s strategy should be geared to the external environment in order to draw on new resources and new opportunities through
competitive actions and health gain through the development and participation
of human resources.
They consider future success criteria, human resources development, team
membership and commitment, low operating costs, service reliability and good
planning.

5. Conclusion
The main and essential conclusion of the research is the discovery of the universal desire to change organizational culture on the part of top and senior executives. The rigid bureaucratic model, with its rigidity, the fear of modernizing initiatives and reforms and the limited use of human resources, is a key causal factor in curbing the satisfaction of the human potential of the hospital system, that
is, it is the cause of a developmental limitation of its main factor production
process. Τhe solution is to change the bureaucratic model of culture into participatory model. The implementation of the participatory culture model will motivate hospitals’ members to participate effectively in the actions of their organizations. International research has shown that the participatory culture model
has positive effects on patient safety, on efficiency and effectiveness and on employees’ satisfaction.

6. Limitations
There are some limitations with this study that need to be recognized. The results of the survey refer only to the largest urban center of the country, so the
findings can only be limited to these public hospitals and may not represent the
organizational culture model of all public hospitals in the country. Future research could be carried out in other geographical districts in order to compare
the public hospitals culture. Additionally, the survey was carried out on top and
senior hospital executives. It would be very interesting to record the organizaDOI: 10.4236/jhrss.2020.83012
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tional culture of other members of the hospitals and to investigate differences.
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